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This is art by Wayne Thiebaud ( TEE-boh; born November 15, 1920) is an
American painter known for his colorful works depicting commonplace

objects—pies, lipsticks, paint cans, ice cream cones, pastries, and hot dogs
—as well as for his landscapes and figure paintings. Thiebaud is

associated with the pop art movement because of his interest in objects
of mass culture (everyday objects.)

What do you notice? 
What do you like? 

What does it make you wonder?
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Can you think of some reasons? 

. 

 WHY IS  STUDY ING AN OBJECT

 IMPORTANT ?
Line
Shape
Space, or composition
Form, the way the light shows up
Pattern
Texture
Colour

Really notice. 

When we look at an object to draw we
notice and plan several things:

USING YOUR EYES

Markmaking tools -
Pencils: / Graphite/
Charcoal/ Sketching
Pencils / Pens / Pastels :
Oil and chalk/ Coloured
Pencils/ crayon / Inks
A3 White Card for
drawing your final piece
on after planning your
drawing.

In this weeks envelope you
should find:

CHECK OUT THE

RESOURCES BOX

Drawing is noticing!!

Drawing continuous line.
Drawing with gestural marks
Drawing with a back and
forward sketch line 

 Can you explore the different
ways of drawing. There are lots of
different ways we can sketch to
represent what we are looking at
and showing. We can experiment
here with . . . . .

EXPER IMENT WITH THE

D IFFERENT SKETCH ING

TECHNIQUES

You are going to need :
Somewhere to draw.
some plain scrap paper.
Some focus.

PREPARE IN  ADVANCE
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What kind of marks
has the artist used

here?



Can you see how these are different?

Three ways . . . . . 



Which
technique
 is your
favourite?

EXPLORATION SHEET

Gestural sketching

Continuous line
sketching

Back/ forth sketching



Will your paper be portrait          or landscape?

Think carefully about the shape and line.
Think about the size of your drawing on the page.
What are your favourite marks to show texture or pattern? 
Can you use them to show light and darker areas, so it has form?

Choose your favourite technique and
have a go at sketching this....................



Drawing is all about
looking,

Practice, practice, practice your drawing! Get to know it
and decide what you like. Try drawing the same thing for
5 days in a row. What do you notice each time?

Remember to share your work to . . .

TSSYoung Artists

 and noticing.


